Data breaches and the rapid expansion of dark web sources have led to a dramatic increase in identity fraud using fake or altered ID documents. The global proliferation of sophisticated IDs combined with the sheer volume of new ID formats across the world further compound the problem. Non-expert call center agents rely on ID guidebooks to keep up with thousands of ID formats, resulting in service delays and error-prone manual reviews.

The LexisNexis® TrueID® All-In-One automatically authenticates global ID documents; including, driver's licenses, identity cards, passports and more. Quickly and confidently establish trusted customer relationships, ensure age verification compliance and prevent fraud with strong electronic fake ID detection.
Authenticate global IDs with confidence

The LexisNexis® TrueID® All-In-One instantly connects your business to the full capabilities of TrueID® Document Authentication. Immediately begin authenticating IDs and rapidly serve valuable customers while detecting potentially risky transactions:

- Accurately automate ID authentication with real time logging and reporting
- Eliminate the need for human inspection and determination of ID document authenticity
- Strengthen fraud prevention with informed decisions
- Reduce delays and minimize false positives
- Enable easy access as a shared device, eliminating the need for hardware at every user PC
- Extend acceptable forms of identification with new authentication capability for all ID documents globally
- Avoid delays and costs of additional software implementation, integration and terminal hardware
- Minimize ongoing losses resulting from a slow deployment in high loss locations
Increase efficiencies without impacting internal resources

The LexisNexis® TrueID® All-in-One Scanner combines industry-leading hardware and authentication software into one device. A stand alone solution, the All-in-One enables you to readily deploy TrueID® independently of highly-restricted networks. The scanner does not require costly integration, maintenance, or a PC.

The All-in-One can be used right out of the box with minimal set up and training of operators. Easy-to-interpret green and red lights display pass or fail decisions to operators, saving time and minimizing errors. The solution also easily scales to meet increased demand without adding human resources.

The LexisNexis® TrueID® All-in-One enables your business to capture increased ease of use and operational efficiencies without adding to the workload of your internal IT support teams.

Industry-trusted hardware means you have a proven device with high uptime, high reliability and superb quality imaging results you can count on. Remotely administered software and security updates keep your business ahead of changes without downtime or delays. End users can directly contact our Service Center for ongoing device support in the field.

Accelerate ID authentication and avoid fraud

The LexisNexis® TrueID® All-in-One helps eliminate the errors and delays of traditional ID authentication and enables your business to access current and comprehensive global identity intelligence to confidently authenticate an ID in seconds. Automate ID authentication with our fast-start, plug and play scanner to increase operational efficiencies, isolate fraud before it impacts your business and reduce friction for valuable customers.

HOW IT WORKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEP ONE:</th>
<th>STEP TWO:</th>
<th>STEP THREE:</th>
<th>STEP FOUR:</th>
<th>STEP FIVE:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TrueID auto-classifies the ID document, e.g., State of Virginia Driver’s license, to identify its corresponding Document Library template with known expected security features.</td>
<td>Using the known format, TrueID extracts the data from all visible fields and machine-readable zones (MRZ), comparing and cross checking all data (e.g. DOB may be in three locations).</td>
<td>Proprietary algorithms evaluate and assess all text- and image-based test results to determine document authenticity.</td>
<td>TrueID returns an Overall Authentication Pass or Fail Result with all image data converted to data elements for logging and reporting.</td>
<td>For research, reconcement and reporting, full transaction details are securely transmitted to LexisNexis datacenters for storage. This may include the overall result, authentication details and ID document images.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Simplify ID authentication with the streamlined LexisNexis® TrueID® All-in-One Scanner**

The TrueID All-In-One Scanner (AIO) is an autonomous device for automated ID document authentication. It is fully equipped with an embedded PC including authentication software. The AIO performs quick and reliable authentication of drivers’ licenses, passports and other government issued IDs supported by the TrueID document library.

---

### Features
- Automatic highly reliable OCR/MRZ recognition (ICAO 9303) of passports, ID cards and drivers’ licenses or other non-ICAO documents
- High-speed automatic image capture of documents using three light sources (VIS white light, IR and UV)
- Visible white light and infrared illumination up to 500 dpi
- RFID reading of ID1 documents
- Future proof with full NFC support
- Integrated mini PC including authentication software
- PERLUCOR security glass on the scan window
- QR code scanning for WIFI and reporting configuration

### Technical Data Penta Block Scanner
- Vcc: 19V
- Icc: max 3.42 A
- Footprint: L 168 mm (6.6 in) x W 143 mm (5.6 in) x H 134.2 mm (5.28 in)
- Image formats: JPG, BMP, PNG
- Status Indicators: visible and audible status indicator

### Interfaces
- 2 x USB ports
- 1 x HDMI port
- 1 x mini DP
- 4G module (optional)

---

**User Feedback**
- Light: highly visible integrated multicolor LED for user feedback, Ready, Document Flip, Result
- Sound: volume control buzzer (optionally configurable)

---

Contact us to learn more: Call 888.341.9377 or visit risk.lexisnexis.com/products/trueid

---

About LexisNexis Risk Solutions
LexisNexis® Risk Solutions harnesses the power of data and advanced analytics to provide insights that help businesses and governmental entities reduce risk and improve decisions to benefit people around the globe. We provide data and technology solutions for a wide range of industries including insurance, financial services, healthcare and government. Headquartered in metro Atlanta, Georgia, we have offices throughout the world and are part of RELX Group (LSE: REL/NYSE: RELX), a global provider of information-based analytics and decision tools for professional and business customers. For more information, please visit www.risk.lexisnexis.com and www.relx.com.